Spermine conjugated peptide nucleic acids (spPNA): UV and fluorescence studies of PNA-DNA hybrids with improved stability.
Peptide Nucleic Acids (PNAs), the achiral DNA mimics with amide backbone, are emerging as attractive leads for drug development by antisense approach. Two major limitations of PNAs from an application perspective are their limited solubility in aqueous systems and pronounced self-organization. In this paper, it is shown that covalent conjugation of spermine at C-terminus of PNA (spPNA) improves its solubility and binds to complementary DNA 20 times stronger than the corresponding binding of PNA. Fluorescence kinetics shows a 2 fold acceleration of the bimolecular association process in spPNA:DNA hybrids, due to electrostatic interaction cationic spermine tagged to PNA with anionic DNA. This modification is easy to incorporate into PNA synthetic protocols to make them more effective in biological applications and may improve the poor cell uptake of PNA.